PUBLICATION SUPPORT
(For International Journal Paper, International Book Chapter and National/International Book Publication)

Publication support for publishing journal papers, book chapters and books, with Boğaziçi University address, resulting from the BAP projects, referenced to the related project with the name of Boğaziçi Üniversitesi and by quoting the project code (using the phrase “BÜ Bilimsel Araştırma Projeleri tarafından .... kodu ile” in publications in Turkish and “by Boğaziçi University Research Fund Grant Number ...” in publications in English) is provided.

Provided that the above conditions are satisfied,

- support is given to publish international journal papers in journals, with high impact factors, that are searched in SCI-E, SSCI and A&HCI indices. For journal list, the lists mentioned by the Thomson Reuters Organization indicated in the links below are taken as basis.

  a. Link of the SCI-E
     http://ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-bin/jrnlst/jloptions.cgi?PC=D

  b. Link of SSCI
     http://ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-bin/jrnlst/jloptions.cgi?PC=SS

  c. Link of A&HCI
     http://ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-bin/jrnlst/jloptions.cgi?PC=H

- support is given to publish book chapters printed by international publishers. Publication support includes proofreading and color printing of book chapters (excluding undergraduate and graduate core textbooks and costs for editing services) against an invoice by influential publishers who are leading establishments in the relevant branch of science, provided that writing a book chapter has been specified in the application form, as one of the objectives or targeted end results of the project.

For the international publisher list, the list mentioned by the Thomson Reuters Organization indicated in the link below is taken as basis.

http://wokinfo.com/mbl/publishers/

- support is given for publishing international/national books. Publication support includes proofreading and color printing of books chapters (excluding undergraduate and graduate core textbooks and costs for editing services) against an invoice by influential publishers who are leading establishments in the relevant branch of science, provided that writing a book has been specified in the application form as one of the objectives or targeted end results of the project.
For the international publisher list, the list mentioned by the Thomson Reuters Organization indicated in the link below is taken as basis.

http://wokinfo.com/mbl/publishers/

The requests for books to be published in Turkish will be assessed on project basis taking into account the list of publishers proposed by the faculties and institutions.

The mentioned publication support request is made as an additional budget request within the 25% additional budget rate, for only once every year for each ongoing project as consumption expense.

In requests to be made to the BAP Committee, the condition that the mentioned publication is accepted to be published is sought and the budget request can only be made with pre-publishing acceptance letter and sample copyright agreement. Retroactive support for already published books is not provided.

Publication support ceilings are

- $1,350 for international journal papers and international book chapters,
- $1,750 for international books,
- TL1,000 for national books.

The support amount, excluding the printing and distribution costs for book chapters and books, is determined by the BAP Committee within these ceilings.

Terms of payment

A request slip is prepared under the request item in the “Bilim İnsanı Portalı” [Scholar Portal]. The payment is transferred against the proforma invoice (prepared in the name of Boğaziçi Üniversitesi Bilimsel Araştırma Projeleri Bebek/Istanbul, with the bank information and the payment amount written on it) received from the publishing company. The actual invoice and the photocopy of the published paper/book chapter/book (or the book sample) are submitted to the BAP Financial Coordinatorship (BAP Mali Koordinatörlüğü) following the actual publishing.